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ABSTRACT
The effect of splitting and placement of various
idealized shadow shield configurations appropriate to manned
nuclear rockets has been investigated_ The effect on neutron
dose in both hydrogenous and nonhydrogenous shield situations
was considered, as w_ll as the effect on gamma dose. The results
indicate that in some circumstances proper placement or multiple
splitting of the shield can affect the dose by a factor of three
or more, over and above any r2 effect due to differences in the
relative sizes of reactor and payload.
!
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Section i. !Atroduction and Summary
This report is concerned with a study of shielding principles
for nuclear reactors in space vehicles. In particular, the concept.
of multiple splitting of the shield and of optimal shield placement
have been investigated. In the course of this investigation
analytical and numerical calculation methods have been developed
for the evaluation of nuclear reactor shields in space.
The important difference between space shielding and con-
ventional shielding problems is the absence of a scattering at-
mosphere. This makes it unnecessary to shield the payload (the
detector or the crew) from atmosphere-scattered radiation.
Radiation which diverges from the line-of-sight path or cone-of-
sight path from source to detector may be regarded as lost. Thus th
shield should be a shadow shield. The possibility then arises of
eliminating much of the penetrating radiation by scattering it into
space, since a deviation from the cone-of-sight is equivalent to
an absorption. This is quite different than the situation in
the shielding problem for a nuclear-propelled airplane where a
major fraction of the dose at the crew compartment is the air-
scattered dose.
A shield designed to eliminate the penetrating radiation by
scattering it into space may be termed a scattering shield. One
way to achieve a scattering shield is by multiply-splitting the
•shield into a numberof segments between source and receiver. One
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would expect that this would reduce the dose ove_ a similar
unsplit shield when the multiply scattered radiation constitutes
most of the dose. Such multiply-split shields have been in-
vestigated in our study, principally in a disk geometry (source,
receiver, and shield all coaxial disks or pillboxes of the same
diameter) with dimensions typical of nuclear propelled space
vehicles, i
. Another way to achieve a scattering shield is by proper
placement of the shield, with respec_ to its-location between source
and receiver. Shield placement has been investigated in our study
for disk geometry with dimensions typical of nuclear propelled
space vehicles, for both spllt and unspllt shields.
The results of the present study indicate that the geometric
attenuation factor due to spllttlng may be quite considerable for
neutrons incident on non-hydrogenous shield material. For example,
a dose decrease of a factor of 3 was obtained by spli_ting a
carbon shield. The effect of shield splitting on neutrons incident
on a hydrogenous shield was small. _n some situations it increased
the dose. The effect on the dose of splitting a gamma shield
was also either small or adverse. F
The results of the present study indicate that the geometric
at£enu_tion factor due to shield placement may be quite considerable
for neutrons incident on a hydrogenous shield or for gammas incident
on a Compto n scatterer. I_ was found for example, that in either
case when the shield is placed near the source the dose is a factor
of 3 or 4 less than when _he shield is near _he detector.
/,
/
/
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iThese results are presented indetail in Section 4 of this
:
, Monte Carlo calculations arereport in which the results of the
given. The tentative conclusions that have been deduced from these
calculations and from analytlcal investigations are also given in
Section 4. The basic qualitative ideas of the scattering shield
are discussed in detail in Section 3. Simplified analytical
methods are applied to obtain upper limits on the possible dose
reduction by n-fold splitting of the shield. In Section 2,
estimates are made for the required biological dose attenuation
in manned nuclear rockets. The Monte Carlo codes and sampling
methods are described in the Appendices.
It is important to emphasize the limited scope of the present
study with regard to geometries and shielding materials. The
study was confined almost completely to disk geometry. Only a
few shield materials were considered and no inhomogenous shlelds
were s_udied.
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Section 2. Shieldin _ Requirements for Nuclear Rocket Propulsion
In the absence of firm design data on nuclear rocket vehicle
configurations we shall consider only schematic calculations of
shielding requirements. We consider two basic vehicle types, both
suitable for manned interplanetary missions. One is a hydrogen
propelled vehicle operating at a thermal power of 1000 Mw for 30
minutes. The other is an ion propelled system that operates at i0
:Mw thermal for one year. It is assumed that both vehicles start up
from orbit, or in any case do not operate within the atmosphere, so
that air scattering of neutrons and gammas is negligible.
The hydrogen-propelled vehicle was assumed to have a reactor
payload separation distance of 180 feet and a diameter of 20 feet.
(Some computations were also done for other diameters.) The reactor
and payload faces were represented as discs of the same diameter
as the vehicle, which was also taken as the shield diameter. Thus
the shield was idealize_ as one or more cylindrical and coaxial discs
of circular cross section.
The ion-propelled vehicle was assumed to have a reactor-payload
separation of 50 feet with a diameter of I0 feet for some of the
analysis, and a separation of 25 feet with a diameter of 5 feet for
other calculations. The reactor and payload were taken as discs
of the same diameter as the shield for most of the calculations.
The calculationswere therefore principally "one-dimensional" in
the sense of Section 3. A few threedimensional calculations were
performed, however, in which the reactor diameter was considerably
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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smaller than =he shield.
The calculations are particularly concerned with two effect
i. The effect of spllttlng the shield into two or more
segments, on the neutron and gamma transmitted dose at
the payload.
2. The effect of changing the distance of the shield from
the reactor and payload, on the neutronand gamma dose
at the payload.
Such calculations have been investigated for both hydrogenous and
non-hydrogenous shields.
We shall first estimate the required shield attenuation for
the missions considered. With regard to neutrons we will assume
that a total mission dose of 25 rem of neutrons is acceptable.
Assuming an R3E of i0 and a flux-to-dose ratio for fast neutrons
of 4 x 108 n/cm 2 per rep, this corresponds to a total fast nvt
of 109 n/cm 2 at the manned crew compartment. If one neutron per
second leaks from the reactor, the source intensity is given by
S ffi3 x 1016 P neutrons per second
where P is the reactor power in megawatts. The integrated flux
at the payload, in the absence of a shield, is then
where t is the effective time during which the source contributes
to the dose, and r is the reactor to payload distance. The requi_
TECHNICAL RESEARCH 6ROUP
oshield attenuationfactor, A, is then given by
A - !09 n/c m2
In the hydrogen propelled system, if one ignores the attenuation
by the propellant (a totally unjustified assumption) one obtains
A = 6 x 10 -6 , corresponding to about twelve attenuation lengths.
In the ion-propelled system one obtains for _he 50 foot reactor-
to-payload distance, A = 3 x 10 -9 , corresponding to about 19
attenuation lengths. It is clear that the ion propelled vehicle
will require much more neutron shielding because of the much
longer time a= power.
The required attenuation factor in the hydrogen propelled
rocket will be larger, i.e. less shielding will be required, than
the figure given above, since the propellant will constitute
the major part of the shield for most of the thrust period. This
may be estimated as follows: We assume the initial propellant
load =o be a cylinder of hydrogen 150 fee= long. l=s length
after t minutes is assumed to be
x(=) - xo - v=
where x o is the original length, and v is the number of linear
feet which burn per minute. We have
xo
v _ T
where T is the total burning time. If all the hydrogen is used up
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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during the thrust period,t_e attenuation A H that it provides
is given by
T _ _o"Vt)A H -_ •
O
dt
where 7, is
Hence
my--_ " e
the neutron attenuation length in hydrogen, about i0 cm.
i
The expression for AHmay also be interpreted as defining Tef f,
an effective burning time for shielding purposes:
Teff = x_ T .
For the hydrogen propelled rocket this turns out to be about four
seconds. Since a total attenuation of 6 x 10 -6 is required, the
actual shield (exclusive of the hydrogen propellant) must provide
an attenuation, A s given by
A__ . 3x i0 "3
A s = AH
corresponding to about six attenuation lengths.
We now consider the required attenuation of gamma rays for
the _wo configurations.
will be taken as 25 rem,
The allowable gamma dose over the mission
Corresponding to an integrated energy
flux of
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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Mev(5.5 x lo5 z...... )
cm secr
x(3600 sec,rEF-; x (25 r)= 5 x i0l0
cm
We shall assume 4 3-Mev gammas are emitted per fission.
source intensity is given by
The
Sr - 1.2 x 1017 P Mev per second
where P is the reactor power in megawatts. The integrated energy
flux at the payload, in the absence of a shield is given by
%=.
The required shield attenuation factor, AT, is then given by
5 x i0 I0
In the hydrogen propelled system, if one ignores the attenuation of
the propellant one obtains A7 = 8.5 x 10 -5 corresponding to about
9.5 attenuation lengths. In the ion propelled system, one obtains
for the 50 foot reactor-to-payload distance, A7 = 3.5 x 10 -8
corresponding to about 17 attenuation lengths.
When one considers the attenuationof the hydrogen propellant
on gamma rays one-obtains an attenuation factor
_7 " _ = 3 x i0"2
XO
using _ = 175 cm for liquid hydrogen, leaving a requiredattenuation
,/
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factor for the shield material of
8.5 x 10"5 - Z 8 x i0 "3
As7 = 3 x i0 "z '
corresponding I=o about 5.3 attenuation lengths.
These results are summarized in Table i. From this table
we conclude that the shields of interest range from 5 to 20
attenuation lengths in thickness for neutrons and gammas.
Some typical neutron removal cross section values and ga_mna
attenuation coefficients are given in Table la for some high per-
formance shielding materials. It is clear that in a linear
(slab) geometry the neutron attenuation will be higher than the
gamma attenuation for any low atomic weight material, and es-
pecially for hydrogenous materials. On the other hand, the gan_ma
attenuation coefficients are higher for materials of high atomic
weight, particularly at the higher energies. Hence a well
designed shield will consist of both low and high atomic weight
materials.
i
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Gammas
|ran n j
LiH
CIt2
Bo
Pb
Table i
Require d No. of Attenuat£on.Lengths
Hydrogen-prope lle d
Neglecting
Propellant
Including
Propellant
11.3 5
8.7 5.3
• iii i i , _ ., .
| .tt . i i i
Ion-propelled
19
16.5
: Table la
Typical AttenuatlonCoefflclents for Neutrons
and Gau_as
Neutrons(cm2/gm)
•1525
•1182
.0713
,0099
3 Mev Gauunas
(cm2/gm)
/•0353
•0404
z
,0313 •
.0413
6 Mev Gammas
<cm2/gin)
.0300
•0310
,0212
.0449
P
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Section 3. Qualitativ e Discussion ?f Shield Splitting & Placement
• One can make analytical estimates of the effect of splitting
land shield placement which are quite useful in setting upper bounds
on the gains to be achieved by such shield designs. Furthermore,
it is possible to evaluate many characteristics of the multiply-
split scattering shield and of optimal shield configurations by
qualitative arguments. In this section we give such analytic
estimates and qualitative considerations.
The multiply-split scattering shield has been suggested as
a means of eliminating buildup by scattering the deviated radiation
into space. We have found that if the buildup contribution to the
dose predominates over the unscattered radiation the dose can be
reduced considerably by multiple splitting.
We have made simple analytic estimates of the shield weight
savings achievable by splitting the shield. Assume a series of
discs of equal radius between source and detector discs. The
radiation leaving each disc has been assumed to have a cosine dis-
tribution. As an upper limit one can assume that all the neutrons
or gammas which are scattered by a disc contribute to the buildup.
Back reflection between discs will be neglected and the scattering
cross sections will be assumed energy-independent. Then the
fraction f(x) of radiation hitting a disc from the preceding disc is
f(x)= l +y-- l+ -I (3.1)
where x is the dlstancebecween dism measured in units of the disc radius,
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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A more general form of thls function can be given for discs
of unequal radii, R I and R2 at a separation distance L:
I . 4 2
where u I = RI/L, =2"
These formulas were obtained by evaluating the following
=: integral
(3.2)
X over the areas of two discs of radii R I and _
I =;dx2dY2" _RII ;dxldYl
cos @
+ + 2_].21r_ 2 (x2-xl) 2 (y2-Yl)
(3.3)
where the subscript i refers to the disc of radius R I and the
subscript 2 to the disc of radius _, One disc is assumed tohave
uniform source intensity over its surface, The source radiation
is assumed to have a cosine distribution with the normal to the
discs. Here
L
cos 0 - E 2 2 .... 2_i/2L + (x2-xl) + (y2-Yl)
This integral was first evaluated by Walsh." We have attempted
to obtain similar analytic expressions for source radiation with
other angular distributions, While it is easy to evaluate these
integrals numerically no simple expressions analogous to (3_I) or
(3,2) have been found,
We now return to expression (3.1) and apply it to a sequence
of n discs equally spaced between source and receiver, The
L
J
!/
_L
_!ii
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assumptions of uniform source density, cosine angular distribution, i':i:!
and no back reflection, which are inherent in an iterated application:
of (3.i) all tend to enhance the benefits of shield splitting.
Most important of all, we shall assume that the penetrating radiatior _
consists predominantly of multiply scattered particles, which become
the source for the next disc. This is equivalent to the assumption
that the buildup is quite large. This assumption also enhances the
effect of shield splitting in dose reduction. Hence this calculatioz
"i
will give an upper limit to the geometric attenuation due to shield
splitting. The geometric attenuation due =o splitting the shield
into n identlcal/discs when the source-receiver distance is L is
given by
To compare the geometric attenuation of an n-fold
by an unspllt
split to
men= factor
i
attenuatic
}
shield it is convenient to define a geometric improve-
l(L,n) -
a(L, n) ,_........:
I is tabulated as a function of Land-n in Table 2. Curves of I
vs L for various n are given in Figure i
It can be seen that substantial improvement factors can be .....
obtained for large L and n. A factor of 9.8 such as one gets for
!! i
3 discs with L - 12 corresponds to 2 3 mean free paths of shield _
thickness. This •would save about 20_ of the weigh= of a one-dimensio!'ill
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shield with an attenuation of 10 5. _
These analytic estimates p_esuppose that the multiply
scattered radiation contributing to the buildup is so large as to
be the preponderant contributor to the dose. Our Monte Carlo
calculations have shown that this is very often not the case.
We have estimated the buildup for neutrons in non-hydrogenous
materials and _ound it to be quite large_ In 15 mean free paths
of a heavy nuclide with constant cross section, for example, one
finds schematic figures of several thousand. In hydrogen, however,
the neutron buildup is much less. For gamma rays the buildup is
also much smaller.
TABLE 2
6
8
i0
12
Shield Splitting Improvement Factor.
.... Analytical Fp_ulas ....
2 3 4 6 7
1.7 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.0
2.3 3.5 3.7 4.9 6.8
3,0 6.0 9.1 14.9 19.3
4.0 9.8 17.9 36.4 45.2
3.4
9.2
30.4
113
i/
i,
i!i
. _i
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One reason why the buildup in some cases is not as large as
one might expect, even without splitting, lies in the relation
between the finite size of the source and detector and the angular •
distribution of multiply scattered radiation. Scattered radiation
is fairly evenly distributed in angle relative to the incident
direction of the unscattered radiation, which we take as normal to
/..2,
the face of the shield. The conventional buildup factors which
have been tabulated for gamma rays correspond to a detector inside
• the shield or in contact with the shield. When the detector is
far from the shield, as it is apt to be in a space vehicle, only
that part of the scattered radiation in the cone of angles that
"see" the detector can contribute. Hence there is an important
distinction to be made between the conventional buildup factor,
which gives the ratio of multiply scattered to unscattered dose
when the detector is in contact with the shield' and what one
may call the effective buildup factor which gives the buildup ratio
when the detector is far from the shield. When the shield disc
is far from the detector much of the multiply scattered radiation
will miss the detector anyway, regardless of whether the shield is
@plit.
An estimate _or the effective buildup factor in terms of
the conventional buildup factor may be given for a single shield
slab between source and detector. Let U be the probability that
the radiation will penetrate the shield without scattering, and
let S be the probability that scattered radiation will penetrate
the shield surface. Then the effective buildup factor is given by
=o u + _S
Bef f - ,,,_oU
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where Uo is the probability that a source neutron (or gan_na)
will hit the detector if no shield is present, and B is the
probability that a scattered neutron (or gan_aa) that penetrates
the shield will hit the detector. Now S may be related to the
conventional buildup factor B:
S = UlU (B-l)
where uI is the probability that a source neutron will hit the
shield. Combining these equations 6ne obtains
BaI
Bef f - _l + (B-I)
UO
The ratio --_ul will normally be considerably _esS than unity when
%
shield, source and detector are well separated. Hence the
effective buildup factor will be less than the conventional one.
The directional character of the multiply scattered radiation
is one factor in reducing the effective buildup. Another factor
that is very important for gammas and for neutrons scattered in
hydrogen is the energy-angle correlation in scattering.
When a gamma is scattered through a large angle it loses
much of its energy. The Compton cross section at the new gamma
energy is much larger, hence this gan_na has a reduced probability
of contributing. For a neutron Scattered in hydrogen, too,
large angle scattering results in large energy loss for the neutron,
which then sees a higher cross section and has a reduced probability
of coLtribu_ing.
F
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For a neutron scattered in a non-hydrogenous material this
situation does not hold. Large-angle scatterings do not generally
produce large energy changes and do not greatly reduce the chance
of contributing. That is why one can find large buildup factors
in non-hydrogenous materials.
Effect of An_ular Distribution
The actual angular distribution of multiply-scattered neutrons
is more forward peaked than a cosine distribution. This tends to
increase the dose over the values indicated by the simple analytic
estimates.
If one assumes that the radiation leaving a disc has a cosne
distribution,r_/2the _rail°. of flux.to currentn+2 is given byIo c°s_'8 s_n8 d9
, , -= _ (3.4)
' cosne . cosesine de
O
+ Hence
n = 1 - 1 (3.5)g=-r
An examination of flux-to-current ratios of some of our Monte Carlo
results with the shield up against the detector gives values of n
between 1.7 and 3.5. While the distribution is not of the form cosne,
the value of n is still a measure of the peaking of the angular dis-
tribution.
We see, then, that the flux is peaked more strongly than cose.
Hence the actual gain due:to splitting is less than the tabulated
values of l(L,n) in Table 2.
i;
++
_r
+ ....
+,, •
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Geom%try Effect
An important aspect of optimal
relative slze of source and detector.
shield placement concerns the
_f source and detector are
discs of the same diameter we call the situation one-dimensional i'
geometry or slab geometry. If the source is much smaller than the
detector we call the situation three-dimensional geometry. In one-
dimensional geometry adding one mean free path to the shield thicknd
1
adds shield mass proportional to the added thickness. In three-
dimensional geometry the addedmass required to increase the shield
thickness by one mean free path is proportional to the square of
the radius from the source to the shield edge. In three-dimensional
geometry one wants to place the denser materials on the inside o_
the shield at small radii.
Three-dlmensional geometry penalizes the use of low density
shielding materials since a given number of mean free paths must
he placed at a greater radius. One-dimensional geometry does not
discriminate between high and low-density material. The scattering
shield can use low-density materials in one-dimenslonal geometry.
Since splitting the shield is equivalent to lowering the average
densit_ the three-dimensional situation attaches important shield
weight penalties to splitting. _
Another type of geometric consideration is also involved inl
the problem of optimal shield placement. Consider the optimal
location of a single disc shield when source and receiver are _he
same size. It will depend on the source angular distribution and _
the detector angular response. One can show by symmetry arguments
that if these two functions are identical and if the shield
attenuation is the same from either side, the optimal location is
halfway between source and receiver. In general these two functions
will not be identical nor will the shield attenuation be symmetric
if it consists of several materials or if cross sections are
strongly depend@nt on energy and if the scattered radiation is
substantially d_graded in energy. _f one considers just the in-
verse square attenuations from source to shleld and from shield to
detector, the product Of these t_o attenuations is minimized when
the shield is centered. Hc_ever, the optimal location still may be
far from the midpoint.
The Monte Carlo calculations show, in fact, that the optimal
location for a slab hydrogenous shield against neutrons is near the
source, unless L is very large. This result is obtained for a
cosine distribution of source neutrons. One can understand this by
observing that in hydrogen the cross section increases sharply with
!
decreasing energy and the unscattered neutrons are the most pene-
trating. If the shield is far from the source the neutrons are
incident almost normally. If it is near the source many of the
i
neutrons are incident at larger angles,and the average neutron
suffers its first collision ata small distance into the
shield. It then is degraded in energy and sees a larger cross
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
section, thus making the shield look thicker. This effect is most
pronounced with isotropic neutrons and does not occur with a mono-
directional beam normal to the source. The effect also disappears
when the cross section is independent of enersy. The net effect
in one problem was to reduce the dose by 40% when the shield is
moved from the mld-point to the source.
Even if the symmetry conditions hold one has
i
placement problem when splitting is admitted. One
a new optimal
can show that
movin 8 material from the center increases the first-scattered dose
while it decreases the multiply-scattered dose. Hence a new
optlmummust be found for a split confisuration.
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/Section 4. Monte Carlo Calculation Results and Conclusions
,, , , i , , | ii - ..........
The effects of shield splitting and placement on the trans-
mitted dose have been quantitatively investigated by Monte Carlo
procedures. The exploratory nature of the calculations imposed a
number of restrictions on the program. The study was limited to
shields composed of one material. Almost all the calculations
were in one-dime_sionalgeometry, in which no shield weight
penalty is attached to use of low density materials. Only a few
materials were studied. Nevertheless, the Monte Carlo results
yielded a number of tentative conclusions, whose generality,
however, is limited to the generaltype of situations studied.
These tentative conclusions will be presented briefly in
Section 4.1. A description of the calculated geometries and
materials is given in Section 4.2. The calculation results are
presented and discussed in Section 4.3, where detailed evidence
is given for the conclusions.
Section_¢.l Conclusions
The following tentative conclusions have been inferred
from the Monte Carlo calculation results. Specific calculations
to support these conclusions are cited in Section 4.3.
i. The neutron dose transmitted through a non-hydrogenous
shield can be reduced appreciably by splitting the
shield into two or more segments.
2i.
?-
),
f
!
i ¸ _!•
_•' i_¸
i _ir !••
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]2. This dose reduction factor increases as L increases,
where Lis the source-to-detector separation distance
(measured in units of source or detector radius),
until L is sufficiently large that the unscattered
flux predominates in the dose.
3. The neutron dose reduction due to splitting a
non-hydrogenous shield increases with the thickness
of the shield disc,: up to some limiting thickness.
4. The neutron dose for L - 5 is minimized for a
hydrogenous shield when the shield is near the source.
The effec_ vanishes for largeL, when a more centered
shield gives 6he minimum dose.
5. The most disadvantageous location for hydrogenous
shielding material is near the detector.
6. The gan=nadose is minimized for small or moderate
values of L when the shield is near the source and
for larger values of L at more centered positions.
7. The most disadvantageous location for a gamma ray
shield is near the detector.
8. Splitting a hydrogenous shleldThas no large effect•
on the neutron dose unless it moves shield material
from near the source, in which case the neutron dose
increases, at leas_ for values of L in the neighbor-
hood of 5. The effects of splitting seem to be (1)
to decrease the dose somewhat for a fissionsource,
i•¸
• il¸
Y_
_2
{ :
[ :
!i::
_ _i¸
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(2) to increase the dose somewhat for a 3 Mev source.
9. For a hydrogenous shield the effect of geometry on neutron
dose is independent (within fairly wide limits) of both
i
source energy and shield thickness.
I0. Splltting has little effect on the gaunna dose except when
when the shield material is moved away from the detector.
It appears that splitting helps most for neutron attenuation
in non-hydrogenou s materials. In what shields will the design be
determined by neutron attenuatlonthrough non-hydrogenous materials?
A. When non-hydrogenous material is used for shielding
because it is already present for another purpose,
e.g., a combination radiator and shield, o_ as a .
reserve cesium propellan_ £n _n £on pru_e_l_
B. When substantial amounts of gamma shielding material,
which is non-hydrogenous, isincorporated in the shield.
C. In three-dimensional geometries where large neutron
attenuations are desired, one will tend to use high
density non-hydrogenous material instead of low density
hydrogenous material.
D. When hydrogenous materials suffer from mechanical or
containment difficulties.
{,
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Section 4.1 Description of Calculations
A set of Monte Carlo calculatlons was carried out fo_ various
axially symmetric configurations. The source was taken to be a
disk, the detector a thin pillbox, and the shield one or more disks. _
Source, shield, and detector all had the same radius, in all
except one pair Of problems. _n that pair, the shield was taken
to be an approximation to a truncated cone.
The disk shield geometry was chosen as the simplest geometry
that would demonstrate the effect of splitting and placement of
shield material. Since realistic nuclear rocket configurations
were not available, the geometry was simplified to source, shield,
and detector. The source disk represents the side of a reactor
and the detector represents a crew compartment. Materials were
chosen for investigation to be typical of either shield, structure,
or propellant. Again in view of the incompleteness of information
about configurations? it was decided to investigate various
relevant parameters in their effect on splitting and placement.
These parameters included shield material, source spectrum, and
geometry. The primary objective of the calculational program was
then to determine the effect of geometry on dose.
In all the calculations, the overall shield thickness was
small compared to the source-detector separation distance. The
geometry can be specified by L, the ratio of source-detector
separation to the radius; by the locations of the shield sections
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•along the axis,• in fractions of L; and by pt, the product of
overall shield thickness and density. We use the symbol (0) to
denote a configuration with the shield adjacent to the detector,
(_ , _) for a split shield with one segment 1/3 of the way from
source to detector and the other segment 2/3 of the way, etc.
For all the split shield configurations, all the shieldsegments
were of equal thickness, except for two. The one denoted (O,1/2)*
had 2/3 of the shield material in the piece next to the source
and 1/3 midway between source and detector. The split tapered
shield of Problem 25, which wil! be discussed below, did not
have pieces of equal thickness, either.
A descriptionof the problems done by Monte Carlo is given
in Table 3 for gamma rays and in Table 4 for neutrons for those
problems that either gave reliable results or else gave suggestive
results of some intrinsic interest. We assign the greatest re-
liability to the results of problems numbered 51 and higher.
Numerical results are given in Table 5 and 6.
Many of the problems descrlbedin Tables 3 and 4 were done
for several cases simultaneously to save time by using a multi-
case option of the code, This feature is discussed in Appendix
I. One use of the multicase featurewas to simulate shields of
different thicknesses. Since the multicase feature requires that
all the cases have the same geometry, a thinner shield is in
fact simulated by reducing the density rather than the shield
thickness. That is, only the product pt, where p is the density and
t the thickness, is relevant, rather than p and t separately. This w
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be true as long as the shield thickness is small compared to both
the diameter and the source-detector separation distance.
Where more than one case is listed for a problem, case 1 was
always the case for which the sampling scheme was set up and
usually (though not always)gave the best results.
Only the cesium problems, the carbon problems, and the water
problems numbered from 51 up gave reliable results. The number of
groups of histories run is listed for each problem. The group is
the basic measure of the number of histories run, since there were
always 100 histories per group. Problems listed in Table 6 with a
suffix A, A I, or B are reruns of the origlnal problems and were
done to obtain more groups. For such problems (53 and 53A, for
instance), the results should be averaged. In the text,.averages
are used.
In some cases, two or more problems are shown in Table 4 for
the same parameters. In these cases the Monte Carlo sampling
scheme differs from one to the other. Only the results for the
problem with the better sampling scheme are listed in Table 6..
In Tables 5 and 6, @ is the total flux and @n is the n-times-
scattered contribution to the flux for n _ 4. 45 5ncludes all the
5-times and greater scattered radiation. The number in parentheses
following each table entry is the fractional variance.
Problems run but not listed either duplicate more reliable
computations which are listed or contain errors in the coding.
J
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Hydrogenous neutron shields investigated were water, poly-
ethylene, and lithium hydride. The polyethylene results were all
unreliable and are not listed. In general, the lithium hydride
results are less reliable than Chose for water, since water and not
lithium hydride was always chosen as the base case (case i) in the
computation.
The most reliable results for nonhydrogenous materials were
for carbon (graphite). The total cross section used was modified
by smoothing some of the more violent fluctuations at higher
energies which caused difficulty with the statistics of the Monte
Carlo. For a fission source, the effect is probably very small,
though reliable enough results for the unmodified cross section
to prove it unambiguously could not be obtained. The problems with
the modified cross sections are denoted by C-SP in Table 6.
It was desired to have some results for cesium, which would
presumably be present in an ion-propelled rocket as propellant and
which might be used for shielding. No cross sections have been
measured for cesium. However, all the neighboring elemegts have
smooth cross sections in the Mev region, which vary slowly in the
same way for each one and whose magnitude changes from one nucleus
to the next in a regular way. It is certain that cesium fits into
this scheme. A constant cross section representation of cesium
is denoted as Cs-SP in Table 6. Case 1 for the cesium disk
problems (Problems 21-23) corresponds Co a cross section of 7 barns
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at normal cesium density of 1.88 and Case 2 to 4 barns at density
1.88. The cross section rises from about 4 barns to about 7 barns
in the energy region of interest. For each case, the cross
section was assumed constant and isotropic. The cesium shlelds
considered were quite thin, since the primary purpose of the cesium
r is aS a propellant rather than for shielding.
Problems 2_ and 25 were for tapered geometries* The shield
in Problem 24 was a set of successively larger cylinders which
simulate a truncated cone. Problem 25 slmulated a split tapered
shield.
Several problems were done for iron, for an assumed constant
and isotropic cross section. Iron was chosen as a typical
structural material which might be used effectively for shielding
if almost all of the attenuation were in fact by scattering out.
Iron, unlike cesium, has a large number of resonances in the
cross section and the constant cross section approximation is not
a very good one. In addition, inelastic scatteringwas ignored
because the code has noprovision for it. The iron problems gave
extreme difficulties in the sampling because of the larger number
of collislons per history. No way could be found to sample
adequately the histories containing many histories in a reasonable
amount of machine time, for fairly thick shields (N2 feet). It
seems that a less biased sampling scheme than the ones used will
be best, but such a scheme will require many histories and long
running times, The work and machine time required to evolve and
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use such a scheme were not felt to be justified by the importance
of the problem, which was rather unrealistic.
The gamma ray problems were all for materials of low atomic
number, i.e., effectively Compton scatterers. In Problems 14 and
15 the shield maherial was polyethylene, both full and half density.
In Problems 16-18, the shield material was hydrogen.
Since Monte Carlo is a statistical method, an ever-present
concern is that the particular sampling scheme used may under-
sample some important types of histories and not only give a bad
answer (usually lower than the correct one), but give too low an
estimate of the error. One can guard against this somewhat by
running many histories, since in the limit of a very large number
of histories the estimates will certainly be correct. One also
wants to have an independent estimate for the answer to be really
sure. In Problems 51 on, 1000 histories were run for each problem.
The answers were quite stable over the last several hundred
histories. With the sampling schemes used, it is felt that 1000
histories are sufficient for the hydrogenous and carbon shields.
Since no independent estimate of the results existed, the sampling
schemes were changed - that is, a different biasing was used - and
some of the problems rerun. The idea was that the reruns would
s_ress different types of histories than the original runs with the
original sampling, and if the two runs agreed, the answer can be
considered valid. Problems 66-69 are reruns with changed sampling.
t
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Since the original sampling was chosen because it seemed satis-
factory while the changes for Problems 66-69 were rather arbitrary,
the original sampling gave less variance in the results. However,
in all the problems, the results of both sampling schemes were in
agreement. We can thus assert that for the problems done both
ways, not only are the variances satisfactorily low, but the
answers are s_bstantially correct. Since a satisfactory sampling
scheme for one problem will be satisfactory for problemswhich do
not differ radically from that one, we can further assert that all
the results for Problems 51-65 are substantially correct. Most
of the earlier problems were run for only 500 histories and the
results were not checked independently, so they are somewhat less
reliable.
i¸ ':L
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Section 4.1 Results of Monte Carlo Calculations
A. Neutrons
Several series of problems were run for neutrons. The
most complete set of problems for hydrogenous media are problems
51, 52, 55, 56, 63,64 for L=5. The results are given in detail in
Table 6 and summarized in Table 7. If the dose for a shield next
to the sourhe is taken to be unity, the dose either for any of
the split shields considered or for a single slab shield halfway
between the source and the detector is about 1.4 or 1.5 and the
dose if the shield is next to the detector is 4.2.
values refer to water. Similar relative values are
llthiumhydride.
These relative
given for
I
Table 7. Comparative Doses for Hydrogen Shields 2.5 ft. Thick,
L=5
., , |
Material Water Lithium Hydride
i i , . i i
Source Energy •3 F
1.0 _0.5, .1.0Density
Configuration
(0) .
(0,½)*
(_, i)
(1)
1.0
1.3
1.4
1.9
3.5
4.2
1.0 1.0
- 1.4
1.4 1.4
1.7 1.3
3.1 2,6
4.2 4.3
F
• il i
0.5
1.0
I
1.5
1.4
2.2
4.2
0.82
i!
1.0
w
m
.i
w
0.41
1.0
t,
I.I
0.9
I.i
2.9
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Table 7 indicates that there is a great choice of configura-
tions for which the dose is not too much higher than its optimum
value. The optimum is presumably achieved when all the shield is
at the source, at least when L is as small as 5. The figures in
Tables 6 and 7 show that it is extremely unllkelythat any sub-
stantially different configuration will give appreciably better re
sults or indeed will be nearly as good. The (0, _)* configuration
was investigated because it was surmised that it would give a
lower dose than the (0) configuration. In fact, it turned out un-
mistakably higher. The split shield configurations showthe large
case-to-case variations. The (_, _) split is clearly better than
<½,l) pli=,=ho,gh =hen <o,--½)* pli=.Since there
was no appreciable saving from splitting, multiple splits were not
investigated. Splitting seemsto help _omewhat with fission sourc
and to hurt somewhat with 3 Mev sources, compared to a single
,#
centered disk.
The lithiumhydride problems did not give as good statistics
as the water problems. This occurred because the base case for th
simultaneous calculations (see Appendix I) was chosen as a water
shield. Thus the sampling was not too satisfactory for the LiH
cases. In fact, the full density LiH case did not give any
statistically useful results when the shield was adjacent to the
detector, and the estimated errors were not small in any configura
The half density LiH problem, corresponding to 1.25 ft. of ordinar
LiH, shows little variation of dose with configuration, except tha
--7
H
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putting the entire shield next to the detector increases the dose
by a factor of three over the other configurations considered. In
both cases, while the computed fractional deviations ranged from
24-38 per cent, the results indicated some saving with splitting.
Problems 53 and 54, identical with problems 55 and 56
gave quite similar results. Splitting had no effect, within
statistical error, for the water problems, while for LiH it helpe¢
slightly.
A number of earlier problems were run for water and poly-
ethylene for other shield thicknesses. While the results were not
as reliable as those quoted,
more than 50-55 per cent or
tions.
in no case did the results differ by
so between split and unsplit configur_
The resuits for nonhydrogenous materials were more pronounce
For L - 5, splitting of a carbon shield reduces the dose by about
25 per cent. For L = 15, splitting once cuts the dose by about
60 per cent, i.e., by a factor of 2.5. The dose for a split into
four pieces is about 1/3 of the dose for the unspllt shield. Sin_
the 4-spllt the buildup factor is only 3, we infer that not too
much will be gained by further splitting. The analytic formula o:
Section 3 indicates that the effect of splitting should increase
with L, and that for large L multiple splitting can be effective.
The analytic formula of Section 3 indicates that the effect of
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splitting should increase with L, and that for large L multiple
splitting can be effective. The Monte Carlo calculations bear this
out, but show that the analytic formulas give a considerable over-
estimate for the effect of splitting, as one would predict from the
rather strongly forward distribution of the scattered radiation.
The iron problems susgested that splitting helps for heavy
elements. That is, lower doses were obtained for split than for
unsplit configurations. However, all the statistics were so bad
that one cannot regard these results as more than just suggestive.
The cesium calculations (Problems 21-23) showed little effec_
from splitting. Case 1 for Problem 22 gave a result which is prob-
ably somewhat high. The buildup was very small in these problems,
so the results are not surprising.
The effect of splitting in a 3-dimensional geometry is
illustrated by Problems 24 and 25. Here the ratio of separation
distance to detector radius was 5 and that to source radius was 50
The total separation distance was 25 feet. The shield, for all
practical purposes, was a truncated cone in Problem 24 that just
shadowed the receiver from the source. It extended from 2 to 7.57
feet from the source. For Problem 25, the part of the cone betwee
5.8 and 7.57 feet from the source was moved outward and replaced
by a truncated cone extending between i0 and 10.9 feet from
the source. The total shield volumes are the same.
shield gave a considerably higher dose because the
thickness was less and any beneficial
The split
total shield
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effect of splitting could not overcome the liability of a thinner
shield. However, comparing the two problems, we see that for case
i, the unsplit shield gave a buildup factor of 7, while the split
shield gave a factor of 4. For case 2 the numbers are 2.0 and 1.7
respectively. This splitting is helpful in cutting down the
relative effect of multiply scattered radiation somewhat.
The gan_na ray Problems 16-18 indicate that splitting is un-
important for _Compton scatterers. Problem 16 is an unsplit center_
shield, Problem 17 is a two-piece shield, and in Problem 18, the
shield is split into four pieces. The flux for Problem 17 is
somewhat higher than for the other two problems, but not by a larg(
amount. Since neither the analytic treatment of Section 3 nor
any general considerations lead one to expect that the result
should be anything but monotonic in the number of splits, it is
presumed that the larger result for Problem 17 is not real. No
further problems of this sort were done for gamma rays, since any
effect would be largest for Compton scatterers and less for heavy
materials.
Problems 14 and 15 show the effect of moving some of the
shielding away from the detector. Although the statistical errors
in the calculations are not small, there is a clear substantial
decrease in the dose on moving the material away. Only in Case3
is this not clear ' but in Problem 14 the error in this case is so
large that the result is worthless.
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One can sum up the results of the calculational program in
the following conclusions:
I. The neutron dose transmitted through a non-hydrogenous
shield can be reduced appreciably by splitting the shield into
two or more sesments.
Problems 61, 62, and 65 show that a saving of at least a factor
of 3 in the dose is possible.
2. This dose reduction factor increases as L increases until L
is sufficiently large that the unscattered flux predominates
in the dose.
This is clear from the discussion of Section 3 and is borne
out by a comparison of the results of Problems 57 and 58 with
those of Problems 61 and 62.
3. The neutron dose reduction due to splitting a nonhydrogenous
shield increases with the thickness of the shield disc, up
to some limiting thickness.
This follows from the fact that the dose reduction from
splitting is limited by the amount of buildup, and buildup
increases with shield thickness.
4. The neutron dose is minimized for a hydrogenous shield when the
shield is near the source, for L - 5.
This follows by comparison of the results of Problem 51 with
those of Problems 52, 55, 56, and 63. When L becomes large,
One can expect the optimum position to move away from the sourc_
toward the center, since the potential exists for a sizable
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decrease in dose due to the inverse r2 effect. For small
values of L, the potential r2 decrease cannot compensate
for the effect discussed earlier that favors locating the
shield near the source.
The most disadvantageous location for hydrogenous shielding
material is near the detector. This follows from the results
of Problems 51, 52, 55, 56, and 63.
The gamma dose is minimized when the shield is near the
source, for small L. No calculations are available to support
this conclusion. However, the same considerations that apply
to neutrons in hydrogenous shields apply to gammas incident
on a Compton scattering material. In fact, the stronger
angle-energy correlation in Compton scattering makes the
case even more emphatic.
The most disadvantageous location for a gamma ray shield is
near the detector.
This follows from the results of Problems 14 and 15 and the
analogy with neutrons incident on a hydrogenous shield.
Splitting a hydrogenous shield has no large effect on the
neutron dose unless it moves shield material from near the
source, in which case the neutron dose increases for small
or moderate values of L. This follows from the results of
Problems 51, 52, 53_ 549 55_ 567 63 and 60.
The effects of splitting seem to be (i) to decrease the dose
somewhat for a fission source, (2) to increase the dose
somewhat for a 3 Mev source.
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This conclusion is more problematical than the others. It
is suggested by the results of Problems 53, 54, 55, and 56.
9. For a hydrogenous shield, the effect of geometry on neutron
dose is independent (within fairly wide limits) of both
source energy and shield thickness.
This is shown most clearly by Table 7.
i0. Splitting has little effect on the gamma dose except when
the shield material is moved away from the detector.
This follows from the results of Problems 16-18.
Tables 5 and 6
In tables 5 and 6 results are given for the total flux, for
_o' the unscattered flux, and for @n' the flux of particles ex-
periencing n scatterings. The last colum_ _5' gives the flux of
particles with 5 or more scatterings.
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Appendix i. Description @f Monte Carlo Codes
The two Monte Carlo codes developed to determine the effects
of rocket shields compute respectively neutron and gan_na trans-
mission through a shield of complex design. Both current and flux
at the detector are computed, along with their energy spectra, a
partial breakdown of flux by order of scattering, and fractional
standard deviations of all computed quantities. Since there is
extensive overlap in the contents of the two codes, we will
describe them together with separate discussion where necessary.
A. Geometry
The codes handle axially symmetric geometries. The source
is a disk at one end of the configuration emitting radiation
uniformly over its surface and the detector is a cylindrical
cavity at the other.
The shield consists of a set of cylinders placed end to end.
Each cylinder may be divided into a set of concentric pieces, which
need not all be of the same material, and some or all of which may be
void. The radial divisions which bound the pieces need not be Khe
same in two different cylinders. The geometry is shown in Figure i.
i. Gamma Rays
Each piece is considered to be either a single element or
a homogenous mixture of several elements.
2. Neutrons
Each piece is considered to be one of three types: a
homogeneous mixture of hydrogen and one other! element,
J
hydrogen alone, or one other element alone. I
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Be Output
o
The detector is a cylindrical cavity which may be divided
into concentric annular sections in order to obtain the radial
dependence of flux and c°_rrent. A flux is computed for each
section as well as for the enclre cavity, and is given by the Coral
weighted crack length per unit volume. The current is the tonal
weighted number of _articles entering the detector. The detector
has generally, though not necessarily, been taken to be a very
p
Chin pillbox.
Current, flux in each detector section, and total flux are
computed. We can get a breakdown by energy group as well as the
totals. In addition, the total flux is accumulated by order of
scatter, wlCh flux after five or more collisions being lumped
together.
For accumulation purposes (and also for random number
generation), the histories in a given problem are divided into
groups of a fixed number (usually one hundred). The resulting
statistics are on a group to group basis. The two principal
statistics calculated for any quantity are the mean T and the
mean square S, Both are obtained from the group average A of
the quantity. The meant n and mean square, Sn, after n groups,
are computed as follows:
T n
Sn
A + (n-l)Tn. I
n
- A 2 + (n-l) Sn.l
n
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The fractional deviation F is then de=ermined, except for =he firs=
group, _or each output quantity by the relation ,
' 2 . .1 Sn " Tn
Tn and F n .are printed on-line after each group for total flux
and current. F 1 is defined to be zero..T n and.F n are printed
off, llne for all groups after the first, for all output quantities.
The units of.output are as_f61iows:
• . , . -.
Gamma Rays
'_ 2 " •
Flux - Mev/cm sec
Current - Mev/sec (total current into detector).
• !
Neutrons :
Flux- neutrons/cm 2 sec
Current - neutrons/sec (total current into detector).
•The division points for the energy groups are prescribed as input
.by giving an upper energy limit and a division width AE..The code
can handle a maximum of ten energy divisions.
C. Source description
t
The source is assumed to be a disk of uniform intensity_
The initial direction is given by one of twoalternatives, a
specific direction.relative to'the axis, i.e., a cone of radiation
of fixed angle to the axial direction at each point on the .source
disk,: or a given distribution of angles, restricted to integer (n)
powers of cos e, where 0_._ n _ 99 and e is _the angle with the axis,
0 < e < . FOr both alternatives, ._he radiation is assumed to
p
be uniformly distributed in azimuth.
• . .. . ,
t'. '
• .'. ,
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i. Gamma Rays
The source is monoenergetic.
of flux the source normaliza=ion is
For the current
SOU_Ceo
For the computation
given as 1 Mev/cm 2 sec.
computation it is 1 Mev/sec from the entire
Neutrons
The source may be a monoenergetic source or else may
have a fission ineutron distribution. The normalization for
cm 2the flux computation is i neutron/ sec. For the current
computation it is i neutron/set.
Note that with thesenormalizations the ratios of both
flux and current to the appropriate source strengths are
dimensionless quantities. For a thin detector the ratio of
flux to current is just the average secant of the angle of
the direction of the radiation entering the detector with the
normal, multiplied by the ratio of source area to detector
area.
D. Multicase Feature
ii • J i i ,,, ,|
Several problems may be run simultaneously by the code,
if there are enough features in common. We then say we have a
single problem with a number of cases. Specifically, variation
among cases is allowed in the source energy and in the shield tom-
position but not in geometry.
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
The variation in shield composition from one case to another
is subject to some restrictions. In general a shield piece tha_
is void for one case must be void for all cases. Furthermore, in
the neutron code, any piece containing hydrogen in one case must
contain hydrogen in all cases though the concentrations need not
be the same and any other materials contained in the piece may
be different. If a non-hydrogenous element is presen_ in a piece
in one case, one (n_t necessarily the same one)must be present in
all cases.
The multicase feature is usefulwhen the cases are not too
dissimilar, so that the importance sampling used gives reasonable
results for all the cases.
When several cases are computed simultaneously, the sampling
scheme is chosen to be appropriate for the first one, as described
below. The same histories are then used for all the remaining
cases, with the characteristics of each case determining the
weight factors that must be used. The particle trajectories are
the same in all cases. However, if two cases have different
source energies, the energies along any §cEment of the _rajec_ory
will be different.
-0
E. Coordinates
i. Physical
The followingvariables describe the collision;geometry:'
a. Angle variables •
• A.7
2.
5 - cosine of =he angle betweenthe ray and a line
parallel =o =he axis of =he _system. (The axis is
m
regarded as directed from the source to =he detector).
cosine of the angle between the ray and an outward
radius £_'om nhe a_is to the point Of interest
A - cosine of the scattering angle
All azimuths are defined as an angle in a cone defined by 5
around either the line through the point parallel t0 the axis,
_or around the direction before scattering at =he reference point.
b. Spatial variables '
z - distance from plane of source
R - perpendicular distance from the axis'
Logical variables (internal to the code only)
The following variables are usedby thecode instead of _ and
•R, for computational convenience.
- Rp is used ins=cad of p
S = R2 is used instead of R
The set of quantities 5, P, z and R (or 5, B, z, and S) define
the direction and position of a particle at any time. The firs=
t_o will be termed =he direction coordinates and the last t_o
the position coordinates.
Figure 2 illus=ra=es the collision geometry, Showing the
various angles. ,
°
i, , , ,j,
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F. Initialization
1. Energy
.
a. Gamma Rays
For each case, the wavelength initially is that determined
by =he initial energy.
b. Neutrons
For each monoenergetlc source case,•the initial energy
is the val_e as prescribed. For those cases where the
initial energy forms a fission spectrum, the value for
the given history is chosen* independenClyfor each case.
Geometry
5, =he cosine of =he angle made by the initial direction
with the axis, is either chosen* from•the given input
distribution or else set equal to the initial value, as
determined by input. For a distributed source in angle,
5 is chosen initially from a distribution which cuts off
at a lower limit of 5mi n, the cosine of the largest angle
with the axis for which a particle starting at some point
on the source disk can see the shield or detecto=f The
radial position and azimuth are then chosen* from uniform
distributions, the radial position being uniform in S
between Smi n (the minimum value of S for which the shield•
or detector can be seen in'the direction 5) and the edge
of the source disk. The azimuth is chosen uniformly
*"Chosen" in this Context means the variable is selected from a
given probability distribution using the random variable procedure
wi=h =he weight of =he history accordingly adjusted.
TECHNICAL. RESEARCH GROUP
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between 0 and_Tor between _T/2 and nT;, the latter if it is
impossible to see the shield or detector(for the chosen S and 5)
when the °azimuth is between 0 and_Y/2.
f
3. Estimate of Unscattered Flux and Current
After the source conditions are set, the particle
trajectory iscalculated _ing the geometry calculation described
below. Estimates of unscattered flux and current are made if
the particle path intersects the detector, If the particle does
not hit the shield at all, which in general can occur for certain
source points and directions, the history is terminated. Other-
wise, calculatlon proceeds to the selection of the point of
collision.
Coilision'Loop
The basic collision loop goes as follows: Starting with
a particle with a given direction and energy, either directly
from the source or following a collision, the position of the
next collision is chosen from an appropriate distribution.
Absorption and escape are both forbidden, so that a subsequent
collision always occurs somewhere in the shield, though not
necessarily in the same piece. The direction and position
coordinates of the particle at the collision point are then
computed. A new energy and direction are chosen and the loop
is repeated.
During the loop a statistical estlmate-is made. The
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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estimate procedure is different for neutrons than for gamma
rays and is described separately.'
A 'history is terminated either by Russian Roulette
or by a low-energy cutoff when the energies for all the cases
fall below a given cutoff energy. History termination is dis-
cussed below.
In general, the position and direction variables are
chosen from distributions determined by the sampling scheme,
discussed below. The particle weights must then be adjusted
to compensate. The particular distribution from which any
variable is chosen is determined in terms of a parameter
which is a function of the state of the particle at the time.
!
The basic differences in the procedures in the collision
loops in the neutron and gamma ray .codes are that in the gamma
ray code the statistical estimate is made after the new
energy and direction are chosen, while in•the neutron code it
is made. before. Further, the neutron code has asplitting
provision lacking in the gamma ray code. In addition, the
computation of direction after scattering proceeds,differently
in the two codes. There are also differences due to the
different nature of the physical processes.
1. Distance Calculation
The mean free path distance x from the previous collision
is chosen as some fraction of the distance D(in mean free
paths) from the previous collision to the farthest edge of
, . • .
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the shield, so that escape is forbidden. The probability
that the particle will not escape is automatically included
as a weight factor, since the natural density function for
the next collision position is e "x,
along the path in mean free paths.
has an average factor of ]De'x dx =
o
where x is the distance
As a result the weight
l-e'D, which is the
probability that the particle will not escape.
The distance Q in feet from the previous collision
is then computed. Z*, _* and S*, the values of Z, _, and S
just before the collision, are determined in terms of the
values Zo, _0 and So after the previous collision by the
formulas:
Z = Q5 + zo
* (1_5 2 )
= qo +Q
s* = so , q :,lo
After the collision position is determined and before the
choice of a new direction and energy, a test is made to see
whether Russian Roulette (described below) is played. If
Russian Roulette is not played, the collision loop continues
by selection of a new direction and energy.
At a collision, absorption is forbidden; instead the
weight is mul_iplied by the ratio of the proper differential
scattering cross-sec_ion _o the total cross-section. "The
average value of this quantity is simply the probability
that absorption does not take place.
TECHNICAL RESEARCH -GROUP
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. Collision Mechanics and Statistical Estimation
a. Gamma rays
Compton scattering, pair production, and photoelectric
absorption are the only processes of interest and the latter
two may be lumped as absorption. The cross-sectlons are
described in Section J of this Appendix. The Klein-Nishina
formula is used for the differential cross section.
For high energy gamma rays, &, the cosine of the
scattering angle and @, the azimuth about the direction before
scattering, are chosen. The direction variables 5' and _'
after collision are calculated from the following formulas
in terms of _* and 6, the values of the variables at the
collision point preceding collision:
5' = 5A +_ (1-8 2) (I-A 2) cos
* _ I-A 2 .
I
i-8 2
For low energy radiation, 5', the cosine of the angle
with the axis, and the azimuth # about the axis are chosen.
A and _,/R, respectively =he cosines of the scattering angle
and the angle with the radius, are calculated according =o
the following formulas:
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A = _, + /_(1-s2)(1-8,2)cos ¢
!
n'- _i 1"_'2 (n* cos C-a)
1-5 2
and 0 are chosen and
_n case 1-32-0,
6 t
_v
- 5A
- _IS(I-A2) cos
_ +
The sign of u is random, with both signs being equiprobable.
The energy variable used internally in the code is _,
the wavelength in Compton units:
-i
= 0.511 E ,
when E is given in Mev. The increase in wavelength (A_)
in a collision is given in terms of A by the relation
(_) = i-
Thus once A is chosen the new wavelengthis uniquely
determined.
If for all cases the new wavelength is larger than
the cutoff wavelength the history now terminates. If not, and
the new direction is such that the particle would hit the
detector if there were no further collisions, a statistical
estimate is made for the surviving cases and then =he his=ory
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GRouP
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proceeds. If a statistical estimate is not made and the
history does not terminate, the history proceeds without an
estimate back to the beginning of the collision loop.
For a statistical estimate, the distance D to the edge
of the shield is computed. (D is always computed whether or
not an estimate is made, since it isused for obtaining the
next collision positi¢ ,.) The value of the estimate for the
current is then
We -D
where W is the weight of the particle at the time the estimate
is made, D is as before the mean free path distance along the
ray to the farthest edge of the shield and A is the wavelength.
The flux es=imate is obtained by multiplying the current
estimate by the path length in the detector of the extended ray.
b. Neutrons
Hydrogen is treated differently than other elements because
of the large average degradatio n in neutron energy in a collision
with hydrogen. For hydrogen, the only process of any importance
is elastic scattering in the center-of-mass system. For other
elements elastic scattering and absorption are the only processes
considered. Inelastic scattering is not taken into account.
Anistropy in the differential elastic cross-section is allowed
up to a P1 term, that is, the differential cross section is
assumed to be of the form
• TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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GSC
(i + 3fi%),
where Ac is =he cosine of the scattering angle in the center-of-
mass system and Osc is the total elasnic cross-section.
If both elements are present, a choice is made between
the two as the collision element. If only one is present, the
collision is obviously forced with that element.
If the collision is with hydrogen, the cosine _ of the
laboratory scattering angle and its associated azimuth @ about
the direction before scattering are chosen at random. The
resultant direction variables 5 and _' and also the energy
after collision for each case are calculated from the following
formulas in termsof the variables at the collision point
0
before collision:
_, = 54 + _[(1-_ 2) (1._2) cos ¢
W
_, = _ A - (8_*cos ¢ - =)
Ii.52
u has the same formula as in the gamma ray code.
If i - 62 - O,
1 - e2 ,/ o.
B' "SA
_* = - _(I-A 2) cos %-
- °
The new energy is
E' = EA 2.
The energy is then tested for each case. Those cases
TECHNICAL RESEARCH 6ROUP
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for which it is below the cutoff energy are discontinued.
When the energy for the last remaining case is below the cutoff
the history is terminated.
If the collision is wi=h an element other than hydrogen,
the cosine of the angle with the axis, 5', and the azimuth
#0 abou_ =he axis are chosen. The cosine of _he angle with the
radius, ;%/R, the _osine of the scattering angle/in the laboratory
system _, the cosine of the center-of-mass scattering angle Ac,
and the energy E' after collision are given by the following
formulas:
A . _m, +_ (t-m 2) (!-_'2)
< -_l1-_''z (Ccos¢- 0);%, ..
i-62
If I'52 = O, A : 55'
•;% = - _s(l-_'2) cos_.
Ac= AFinally,
COS_ ,
E1 2A(Ac'I)"]Z' = Z + (I+A)Z "I"
A is the atomic mass of the particular element, and there-
fore both Ac and E' depend on the case. As in the case of
hydrogen, the energy is =hen tested for each case =o determine
whether it is below the cutoff. .-
TECHNICAL RESEARCH 6ROUP
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We note =ha= the procedure for hydrogen is analogous =o =ha=
for high energy gamma radiation, while =ha= for other elements is
analogous =o tha= for low energy gamma radiation. The reason is
=hat for hydrogen and high energy gamma radia=ion large scat=ering
angles imply large energy degrada=ion and a much higher cross
section for the next collision. The sca=tering angle =hen _ends
to be more important than the direction after scattering in
determining the future of the particle. These considerations
do no= hold in the other situations, so the direction af=er
scattering tends =o be.a more important de=erminant, since pene-
=ra=ion is largest for particles moving in a forward direction.
The sta=istical estimate for neutrons is made after =he
collision poin= is de=ermined and before the new direc=ion and
energy are de=ermined according =o =he above formulas.
At the point of collision, the state (tha= is, posi=ion,
direc=ion, and energy)of =he neu=ron is preserved in the memory.
A ray is de=ermined randomly from all those which in=ercep= the
detecior by'choosing =he cosine 8' of the angle wi=h =he axis
and an azimuth @ about the axis from appropriately =runcated
dis=ributions. The truncation insures tha= the chosen ray in=ercep=s
=he detector. The laboratory sca=tering angle and =he angle wi=h
=he radius are =hencalculated as follows:
For S O,
• •
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u is defined as before.
For S =" O,
A = 55'.+_ (1-52 ) Ci-5'2) cos @ •
i
At this point, if hydrogen and another element are present,
a choice is made (for estimate purposes) between them with the
condition that if the cosine of the scattering angle is negative,
the other element is automatically chosen. Given the element of
collision, the weight of the neutron is adjusted according to the
probability of actually being sca=tered through that scattering
angl_ and the energy after the collision calculated. Estimates
are made for those cases in which the energies are not below the
cutoff. The distance D to the far edge of the shield along the
ray in mean free paths is computed. _he value of the estimate
for the current is We "D , with the fluxestimate being obtained
by multiplying by the track length of the path extended through
the cavity. After the estimate is made, the state of the neutron
is restored, i.e., theposition, direction, and energy stored in
the memory are retrieved, and the new direction and energy are
determined.
The statistical estimation is done in this way_ so that an
estimate can be obtained on virtually every collision. It was
found previously, i.e., in an earlier version of the code, when
the estimate was made following the determination of direction,
that the process was quite inefflc_en=. That is, relatively few
TECHNICAL RESEARCH 6ROUP '
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collisions gave estimates because most rays did not intersect the
detector. With the new procedure, an estimate is obtained from
almost every collision. An.estimate is not obtained from every
collision because the energy after coilision_compu=ed in _he
l
estlmaCe may be below the cutoff energy, in W_ch case no estimate
is medal.
H. HistoryTermination
•
i. Energy Cutoff_for Degradation
!
I
In both codes the low energy cutoff can be given as optional
input. If no value is specified in the input, the neutron coda
uses 0.33 Mev and the gamma ray code'uses 0.0882515 MeV (K edge
of:lead).
2. RussianRoulette
Two test numbers are usedin the Russian Roulet=eprocedure.
The first is a weight comparison quantity WT,Which has been set to
0.01 permanently in the code. The second quantity_DH is cal-
culated in each history the first time a statistical estimate
procedure is made in=he history. For the neutron code this will
be either from the source or after the first collision. For
the gammaray code it may be at any collision, since estimates
are not forced. D H is calculated as the sum of the distance to
the collision point in mean free paths along the path travelled
(zero if the first, estimate is the s0urce estimate)and the
distance in-mean free paths along the ray chosen at that .estimate
to the edge of the shield. .
,'. •
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The procedure _o'establish whether or not Russian Roulette
is played is in several stages (all =his Cakes place, immediate!y
• t
after the collision position is chosen). First the current weight
is compared with WT; if it is lower, Russian Roulette is played.
If the weight is higher than W T, a check is made to see whether DH
has been calcuiate_ for the history; if not, there is no further
testing and Russian Roulette is not played. If there-is a D H for
=he history, (DH - Z) is computed. Z is the total mean free path
distance along the particle path to the presen= collision position_
If (DH - E).ispositive,:ithere_is:no further testing;.:' .. _..
if it is negative, the. weigh= is multiplied by exp(D H E) and as a
final test compared with W T. If W T is higher, Russian Roulette is
played; otherwise the history proceeds.
The actual Russian Roulette procedure is quite simple. A
random number is generated and compared with 0,i. If the random
number is greater, the history is killed. If it is less_than 0.1,
the history continues multiplied by a weight factor of i0.
Splitting
Splitting was adopted for =he neutron code when it was
found that insome problems with nonhydrogenous shields some
histories would go for•50 or 60 collisions and end up with very
high weights. In these cases it was found that the weights did
not rise much at any one collision; the high weights were cumula-
tive effects. The splitting feature was added to thecode in order
to keep down =he,eights in such cases by in effect sampling such
TECHNICAL RESEA_C_ ("-D_D
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histories more thoroughly. It was not found necessary for the
gamma ray code and was not included there.
After the position of the collision is selected, a test is
made to determine whether or not the history shall be split by
dividing the estimate of the current at the next collision by a test
quantity. If the quotient Q is greater than 8, splitting takes place,
With number of splits equal to _. ,with up to athe maximum of 256.
Splitting of splits may take place up to fortieth order.
The test quantity for the first group of histories is an un-
normalized input quantity. For subsequent groups, the unnormalized
average history contribution is used.
At the time of history termination, a test is made to see if
the history was a split. If there are any remaining splits, the
history returns tO the point of the last unterminated split. When
all the splits have been followed to death or cutoff, the history
is terminated.
Cross Sections
i. Gamma Rays
The cross sections are stored in the code in the form of mass
absorption coefficients and are the total cross sections in cm2/gm
for each material used. The argument table is wavelength (Compton
units) ranging from .04 to 23.425*. Linear interpolation is used to
obtain values of the cross section between tabulated values. The
tabulated cross sections are based on Grodstein's tables. (3)
See page 47 of Ref. 8
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2. Neutrons
The total and scattering cross sections in barns/atom are
stored in the code for each element used, while the first Legendre
•coefficient is in the usual normalized form. The argument table
is en@rgy in Mev ranging from 10.9 to 0.33. Linear interpolation
is used _o obtain cross section or coefficlen_values between _ab6-
lated values. The tabulated cross sections for H were those used
by Aronson et. el.4 those for C were from the report of Kalos and
GoldsteinT; for O, Fe, and Si from Troubetskoy9; and for Li were
obtained from Goldstein 2. The tabulated first Legendre coefficients
I
were modified so that the maximum value used was .3125, so that a
realistic (positive)differential cross section would always be
calculated. The scattering cross section used is the sum of the
elastic and inelastic cross sectior_falthough scattering itself•was
always considered to be elastic.
Random Number Generation
The fundamental generating procedure Used to obtain random •
numbers first calculates random integers between 1 and 235-I by _he
.multiplier-congruence procedure. The multiplier used is 513 and _he
congruence is modulo 235. . The random number is. then scaled to
be a fraction R between 0 and l by shifting the binary point 35
positions to the left, (IBM'704 numbers have 35 numerical bits.) : _
.A generalized quota sampling procedure is used _o modify
the above generated number R for use inthe random variable
routine for_he first 32 variables in each history. All other
i.f
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times where random numbers are needed, the generated number is
used directly.
The generalized quota sampling procedure is implemented
(for each variable) by first considering the unit interval to be
divided into NG equal intervals (K__. K+ING, N--_), where NG is uhe number
of histories per group and K ranges between 0 and NG-1. Call K the
index of the subinterval. The basic procedure is then to force
each random number for the variable to lie in a different sub-
interval for each history in the group, Let N be the number of
unused subintervals; M = N x R + i) and _ the index of the M _
w
unused subinterval. Then the random number R used is:
Thus
<
_, ,\
Appendix 2. Sampling Procedure
In general, importance func=ions for problems of the sort
handled by the codes are monotone in the particular independent
variable being chosen. Therefore' as a simplification procedure,
it was found desirable _o chose each random variable from aone-
parameter family_of mono=one dis=ribu=ions, in par=icular the
!
truncated exponential. Thus we use a density function of form
f(u) - BeBU ,
eB-i
where each random variable u is linearly scaled to be between 0
and 1 and B is a parameter defined by the state of the particle
at the time u is chosen.
To determine theop_imum choice of B, the minimax principle
of game theory was adopted. This was done to insure maximum re _
liability in the results, a state not necessarily achieved by
minimizing the theoretical standard deviation. That is, we want
to choose B so as to minimize the weight for the worst possible
choice of u.
Let g(u) be the importance function for the variable u,
then the minimax principle is applied to the weight
h(u) = _ eB-I e "Bu
z <u) = --g-- g (u).
In general B can be determined by solving simultaneously
;h •
. (_) _ = 0
If
_h
(2) _-j . o ..
._ . g ,
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(1) reduces =o u - l.e_B' -
__dlug(u)(2) reduces =o B -
du
Note =ha= if g(u) m eKu,
.B= K.
(I) simplifies in cer=ain limi=s, =hus:
I
A. B> > O, u = 1 - _
i
I
B. B < < O, u =-_
I B
c. IBi< < I, u-_+_.
i
In many cases, examina=ion of (2) allows (I) =o be simplified =o
one of =he above.
d
Le= aCu) =_-6 in g(u)
Then =he general problem can be expressed as solving for B:
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Derivation of Sampling Formulas
a)
,b)
Gamma Rays
Most of the formulas for gamma ray. transmission were
based on formulas used in previous Monte Carlo gamma ray codes
with changesbeing made ona trial and error basis. The minimax
_principle was" used• for uhe source direction and the low energy
scattering procedure (where thevariable selected was the
cosine ofthe angle with the axis). The remaining Source
variabies(which use =he s_e formulas as the neutron code)
were derived from essentially qualitative considerations.
Neutrons
The minimax principle, was used To obtain most of the B
formulas, exceptions being the source position and azimuth,
and the azimuth for estimates or non-H scattering, which were
based on qualitative considerations.
.The .formulas for the choice between hydrogen and non-
hydrogen collision (H:N) were derived from qualitative considera-
tions based on trial and•error and previous coding experience.
r
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Choice of Element
At: the neutron collision point, for either the estimate or
to continue the history it is necessary to make a choice between
hydrogen and the other element as =he collision nucleus. The
general procedure (bypassed if either element is absent) is to
calculate a quantity PH (between 0 and 1) and tO genera=e a random
number. If the number is l.ess than PH' the collision is made wi=h
hydrogen and _he weighZ divided by PH" Otherwise the collision is
made with the o_her element and _he weight is divided by I-PH.
Ka H
where at an estimate K = 4A 4
K=O
at a collision to conZinue
if A> 0
if A _ O,
K =
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Samplin$ Paramcters
' ', L
Variable
5 0
- Gamma Rays
U
(Sampling Variable)
5o'8Mi N
1-5.:
S
S-SMI N
Sso- N
B
(Sampling Parameter )
(3 + n)(l-_m_N)
(Sno given source distribution)
SSO" _,!N
m . -
SDET.
_O (full range)
(half range)
_O'
"17-
2¢0
TC
q
q/2
i { 1-5 _r Ss0"S
X x/D D(_-I)-i
A
_A
(x+a)12
CA
"Tr
_u/(x+ O.l)
where U = rain(28 (D-x), 8)
if a s=a=is=ical es=ima=e was made
aT =he last collision;
U=8
if no es=ima=e a= las= collision
(i-_2.o)
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I
Samp,!.ing Parameters - Gamma gays (con=inued)
U
Variable (Sampling Variable)
B
(Sampling Parame=e=)
(l+s,)/2 u + s + 2(zD_-z)/RDZz
where U = 6 if 5 I 0
and no estimate a= las= collision;
U = 25(D-x) if an es=ima=e
was made a= =he las= collision
¢5, Cs,/'_" - 4 \I(l-82) (l-_,2)
A:J£--
Samp ling P_arameters
Variable
E o
Neutrons
u
(Sampling Variable)
Eo-EMI N
EMAx'EMI N
B
(Sampling Parameter)
0
6 0
8o-_MI N
I'SMI N
3.5+26M!N+n (I-SMIN)
. (5n given source distribution)
S
¢
o
x
O '(sCa=isCical
esTimaTe)
SSO'SMI 
(full range) go
"Tr
(half range) 2_° -
x
D
5 '-6LO W
- • . v ,, ,
6MAX- 5LOW
I
SDET
Q
where Q= _n 1-5 Sso-S
( 6MAX'SL0h_ max(l, 2(Dl-X6 )
where DI= D5 at first collision
in history;
DI=DE6 E aT subsequent
collisions
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Sampling Parameters - Neutrons (continued)
u B
Variable (Sampling Variable) ' (Sampling Parameter)
_ i_=a=istical
es=ima=e)
_MAX _I ,2
" --4-- I - _ (S_O)
_(i-52)(l-5,2)
4 (s-o)
5,(non-H collisi0n)
I 3+R_
mi=(2DE_E,ln(0.92(.I_a)))
-, (R==o)
_5' (non_H collision) _(1_52)¼l.._,.2).
A(H collision) A 5
(_+_V-_+_)/2,
where M = DE+3-Q
N = (QDE+2Q-1)/8,
(_<o)
where Q = (5+P)DE/(l-P)2
P. DE(O-Z)
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Sampling Parameters Neutrons (con=inued)
Variable
U
(Sampling Variable)
B
(Sampling Parameter)
_A(H collision)
_A
(vI .5)
(v< .5)
whe=eV - D_W/(l+DE(l+W-_a))
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Definition of Symbols Appearing in Samp!in 5 Parameter Tables
Code
. Random Variables
6
Symbol Definition
n
n,7
n,7 '
n,7
n,7
n,T
E o
8o
S
"go
x
O'
source energy
source direction(cosine of angle
with axis)
square of distance from center(source)
source azimuth
distance between collisions (mfp)
cosine of angle with axis after collision
azimuth around axis
cosine of scat=ering angle
n,7
_A azimu=h around previous direction
These are the variables which are chosen randomly.
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Definition of Symbols Appearing in Sampling Parameter Tables
Cod_____e
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
7
7
7
7
Symbol
EMIN
_MAX
DE, 8 E
CMAX
=H
a=
R=
ZDET
RDET
Z
SMAX
Definition
minimum energy for fission
maximum energy for fission
+minimum cosine of an_la with a_is for
which detector can be hit
maximum of cosine of angle with axis for
which detector can be:hit
p
D and _ from previous ' "estzmate
maximum azimuth (given 5') for which
detector can be hit
hydrogen cross section (macroscopic)
total cross section (macroscopic)
axial disuance from source to detector
radius of detector
axial dis=ante to collision.point
maximum radius squared of source, shield
sections, and detector
S
_MIN
distance squared from axis =o collision point
minimum cosine of source angle with axis for
which shield or detector can be hit
n,7
n,7
n,7
Sso
SMIN
_ET
D
source disk radius squared
minimum possible radius squared for which
(given 8o) shield or detector can be hit
detector radius squared
distance to edge of shield(mean free paths)
cosine of angle with axis before collision
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Appendix 3. Generalized Quota Sampling
In MonTe Carlo calculations, variance reduction techniques
may be logically divided into two categories, those which reduce
the expected Variance of one sample,and those which reduce the
variance of a sample of size N (faster than 1/_. Specifically
if _2 is the "expected variance of one sample, =he expected variance
, ,
aN of a sample of size N is of the form;
2
_N = f(N' _2)
2
In ordinary •Monte Carlo, f(N,o 2) = _-- .
Quota sampling is a well known technique to reduce the vari@nce
faster than I/N. Its chief drawback is that one has to make a "best"
/
choice of a variable to be quota sampled or it will have very little
effect on the results,
Using generalized quota sampling, i.e., quota sampling
independently for all variables, an improvement is made in all cases.
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Let f(x l, ...,Xn) be a bounded inuegrable function of n
variables with 0 i xi _ i, all i.
Let fo " "" f(xl'''"Xn)dXl'''"dxn "
• O . ,..
Let f(xl,...,_) = f(xl,...,xn)- fo"
Let fi(xi) = i''"
0 0
all i.
f(xI xn)dxI dxi ldXi+I dxn• • • • ; ; 'e., • a _ _ • • • S JB
Let g(XZ,...,Xn) - f(xl,...,x ) -zfi(xi)
Therefore f(xl,...,xn) = fo + .Efi(xi) + g(xl'''"Xn)
l
where the decomposition is such that all terms are uncorrela=ed,
allowing us to represent the variance of f as =he sum of the variances
(This is shown in Lemma 3.)of the individual terms.
i
Lemma 1 : I fi (xi) dxi
0
m O°
l Sof XliAi fi(xi)dxi- .. ...,Xn)dX ,...,dx n
" 0 f(Xl''''' xn) dxl" ...,dxn-fo=fo-fo = O.
Proof:
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Lemma 2 :
Proof:
Lemma 3 :
Proof:
ll. J dxl' dxi- ldXi+l , dXn
I I b
U = • g(xl,...,Xn) ..., ..., = O, all i.
O O
s:oloU = f(xl,...,xn) dX l,...,dxi_ I dxi+ l,...,dx n -
O •
J o o
fj(xj)axl,...,dx±_l,dxi+l,...,d =fi(xi)'fi(xi)" o,
(using Lemma 1 on j _ i) .
• (xl,
0 0
il •
.., = f.2(xi) dx i +• ..,Xn)dXl,. dx n Z
i Jo z
2
+_g •
fi(xi)fi(_)dxl,...,dx=,0By Lemma i,
IlBy Lemma 2, • fi(xi)g(xl,...,Xn)dXl,...,dXn
O "
(omitting ith integration)
Therefore, only square terms remain in expansion of f •
=0 •
Theorem: For each i, divide the unit interval into N intervals
(_, N_) and choose Uik uniformly at random in an interval no:
previously chosen (independently for each i).
Let f
i N
= -- E f(Ulk,...,Unk) •
•Nk= 1
2
c N_
Then of< V + " N
Note that for ordinary Monte
for sufficiently large N.
Carlo ON2 = _(Eof.2 + Og2)
1
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for a sample of size N, while for ordinary quo=a sampling
2 =vki _ _f" _g2)
+ _ (z + wherei is =he inae_of =heq_o=a
G N
sampled variable.
I N n
Proof: f " fo = N E (E fi(Uik) + g(U!k''''' Unk) )
k=l i=.l
_ 2' = I n ....N ' N
!
All ocher terms are zero by =he same argument as :for Lemzaa 3.
The bar here represents an ensemble average, =ha= is, an average over
all possible sample points.
To get an upper bound for the firs= te_--m on =he right, let
N
Ai - z f_(Uik)
k=l
l "
.kE=ifi(Uik) - N fi(xi) dxi
o k
ff;(uik)..N f( pa iE
k -i
-N-
= E{ fi(ui_,"k fi(_k) I'
k-i
where -N-
k _ .
_<_k<_,
=he las= equality by the mean value theorem.
Rearrange =he Uik sequentially in k from k = i to N, and
|
call the rearranged sequence Uik.
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Here
, df i
fi (x) = _-_- •
Then
N N 32 N T'--TZ. N
and
(f'fo) 2
Cl 1 ( N
, k=l
g(Ulk,...'Unk)2_.
The second term can be written
IN } Nz g(Uik,...,Unk) 2. Zk=l k=l g2(ulk,..., Uk)
•",+ E E g(Ulk, U (Ui_: )
= N=g2.+ N(N-I)Q.
C 2
--_for sufficiently
To complete the proof, we must show that Q _ Nz
J
large N. We have
I
Q =N(N-i)E E g(Uik,...,Unk)g(Ul_,...,Unl)"
k I_k
In =he ensemble averaging, Uik is permitted =o lie anywhere in
=he range (0 i) However, then Uil lies in =he range Jk' which is
• • _.
the range (0,1) minus thesubinterval Lk, of length _, conta£Di_g
Uik" This must be =rue for each i. Thus
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q=
I
N (N-I)
ii >,.dx n.. dx I dY n.- dY 1 g(x i,''',x n ...,Yn )
o 0 JJn I
k _=k dXn"., dxl dYn".. _ dYl
o o _ JJ1
I t _..E' _
= _(_ i)""N=l"
n ' iI !E E( dXn...( dx 1 dY n .... dYlg(xl,.--, _)g(yl'''''yn).
k ,_4k.} o " Oo JJn J J1
Since hhe in=egral does no= depend on k or I,
q = .. g(xl,..., ... d I g(Yl'''"yn).
n "sJl
i is =he uni= in=erval, (0, i).. Jk = I = _.
Lermna: dYn''" dYl g(Yl'''"Yn) <--7 + O(N'3)'
n 1
(N-a) _-Xindependen= of Xl,...,x n, where 0 are =erms of order and
higher.
Proof: We define
(AI,...,A n)
= _ dYn''" 5 dYl g(Yl,--',Yn)"
JA n A I
Using =he equivalence I = ak + Lk' we break up (an,...,Jl) =o separa=e
in=egrals over subin=ervals con=aining differen= numbers of Lk. Thaz
TgCMNI_A) DI::N NA_I=I _DgSt I_
(Jm'""Jn) = (I-nl'''"I-L_)
n
= (!,-..,I)- Z (l,...,Lk,...,!)
k=l
n-i n :
+ z z (I,...,Lk,...,L_,...,i)+ _.
k=l _=k+l :
R lumps together integrals over three or more of the _<. +The
advantage of this decomposition is that _terms containing p of the
L-intervals are of order I/N p. Now by lemma 2,
(l,...,Ak,...,l) = 0
for any Ak. Thus
(Jl'""Jn) "
n-i n
E E (I,...,Lk,...,LF...,I) + O(N'3).
k-i _=k+l .
Ig ylLet M - max ,..., .
Then.
Jn Jl
, + O(N "3) = N--Z + O(N'3).
Thus t:he lemma is proved. We have t:hen
q _ _N--zYJ " z ' N--Z+ O(N'a C2
ME E dy n... dye... Yk':"
k=l ok+IJj Lk I
for sufficiently large N, as claimed.
the proof. We have shown that
2
f N N-Z"
This is the final step in
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Appendix 4. Operatin$ Instructions for Monte Carlo Codes
Machine Requirements
The704 required must have the following additions to =he
standard components:
a. 32K core memory
b. 5 tape units (only 4 normally used)
c. SHARE 2 board for on-line printer
d. Floating trap mode
work without them)
Loading Procedure
i.
instructions (code will probably
Firs= time - program run from cards
Tapes
4 - ready for program
6 - output
7 & 8 - temporary intermediate
a. Place program followed by input in card reader
b. Load program by pressing LOAD CARD
c. Save tape 4 for later use (program tape)
d. Input cards after program deck will be read in by program
2. Program run from program tape
i - program tape (physical tape prepared above)
6 - output
7 & 8 - temporary intermediate
a. Place input, preceded by any corrections in card reader
b. Load program by pressing LOAD TAPE
c. Corrections (if any) and input will be read by program
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3. Subsequent runs with preparation of new program =ape
Tapes
i - program tape
4 - ready for new program tape
6 - output
7 & 8 - temporary intermediate
. a. Same as in 2 (difference in form of corrections).
t
b. Same as in 2.
c. Corrections will be read in by program and corrected program
will be written on tape 4 (save this tape).
d. input will •be read•in by program.
correct ion' procedure
Once the program tape has been prepared, absolute octal
corrections may be read in immediately preceding the input data.
The general format for the corrections has the locations of the
first correction in Octal in columns I-5 on the card, the number
of corrections on the card in columns 6 and 7 in octal and the
remaining, up to five, items are the corrections, 13 columns each
in octal, loaded sequentially forward from the given initial
•location.
In addition; the count of the number of corrections is also
used as an indicator to terminate the list of corrections (by
seZting it zero) and also to form a new program taoe (by setting
it less than zero). The usage of these cards is as follows:
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me
bo
Ce
no corrections•
I blank card ahead of each input set
corrections without new tape
corrections followed by I blank card ahead of firs=
problem. I blank card ahead of each subsequent input set
correctionswith new tape
corrections followed by card with negative count and
then I blank card followed by input
I blank card ahead of each subsequent input set.
Sense Switches
i - down suppresses output tape writing (but not error printout)
2 - no_ used
3 - down ends problem after complete printout - inoperative if
I is down
4 - down stops machine at end of problem and writes end of file
on output tape
Press start with switch down to rewind output tapa
Press start with switch up to start next problem
- o,_-iz,,e •error print takes5 - down on-line error print - if == "-
place
6 - down - suppresses debugging printout _fcalled" .o.= _ by input option.
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Remarks on Input
Format
Octal input is in octal integer notation.
Alphanumeu-ic input consists of le_te_s_ nu.n.bers, and symbols
which are ultimately to be printed in precisely the same form as
they are put in.
Integer input consists of decimal integers.
Fixed point input is a decimal number of the form XX.XXX.
The notation
Fixed (n)
under "Format" in the description of input preparation means that
if the input number is put in without a decimal point, e.g., XXXXX,
the code automatically puts the point n places to the left of the
last digit. If the point is put in explicitly, the number is read
with the point as indicated.
Shield Materials
Tables 8 and 9 are given for the code to identify shield
componenzs in input Block 2. The components may be either elements
or mixtures, for gamma rays, up to a maxim_ of 12. The component
code numbers range from 1 to 12. Since i0 com...ponents are given in
the code (Table 8) only two new components, w_n code n_ers il
and 12,may be added without affecting data already there. If new
components, are listed With code numbers between 1 and !0, they
replace the components 'already listed in the code With the corres-
ponding code numbers. The same holds for neutrons except 'that
See "input Preparation u, below.
**The word "mixture" or "material!' in the subsequent tex_ denotes a
substance containing one or more of these 12 basic components.
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Table 8.
Shield Component Table for Code for input ,_!oci< 2 ,_Ga.mma Rays)
Code Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 _
9
I0
Componan=
H20
Pb
Be
CH 2
AI _
W
Fe
U
.Sn
H
Table 9.
Element Table for Code for Input Block 2 (Neutrons)
Code Number
i
2
3
4
5
Elemen:
C
O
A_
Si
Fe
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only i! nonhydrogenous elements may be included. Hydrogen cross,
sections are built into the code separately.
are listed in the code at present (Table 9).
Elements numbered ! to 5
Mixture Sets
The concept of a mixture set is used in describing the shield
material in the input. Each shield piece consists of a given shield
. t.._ iateria!material in each case. In a multicase comoutation, "--
need nor be the same from case to case. The array of shield
materials for a given piece o= the shield as a _._._ of the case
is called a mixture se=. Thus as an illustrative example, suppose
_here are four neutron shield substances, two _'_._..tu._-_ _,_,-_ _.._d 3
cases. Suppose a portion of the input reads as follows:
Mixture card I:
_'nc=nslty:
Non-H density:
Mixture set card !:
s 4, 3, 6, 4
t
v3""
_ v v _z
"!' "2' "5' "4
Fixture set card 2: 2,4.,4
The mixture card says thatth_re_ are four _mixtures" _-=,.._non-
hydrogenous substances are respectively elemenZs numbers, 4, 3, 6, and
4 for the four mixtures, or shield materials. _-=_.._ element numbers
designate the appropriate cross-section tab!es; Zhe code is given in
Table 9 below." Mixture i contains X ! gm/cm 3 of hydrogen and
Y1 gm/cm3 of element 4; mixture 2 contains X 2 g=/c_ of hydrogen
and Y2 gm/cm3 of element 3, etc.
,J
if the composition of a given shield piece is assigned as
mixture set I, the piece is assumed to consist of mate_ia! (or
mixture) 2 for case !, of material 3 for case 2, and of material l
for case 3. A shield section designated as _o_ " _co.._st_n_ of mixture
set 2 will be composed of mixture 2 in case 1 and of mixture 4 in
the other =wo cases.
For gamma rays,_ the mixture cards are in a dffferenz forma=:
Mixture card 1 i
mixture I:
mixture 2:
mixture 3:
mixture 4:
4(mixtures ), 5(e!emenCs), 2,4, !,3,6
_I" _'2'":$""'4'_"
Y!" Y2 'V3' YL/Y5
•Zi, Z2 ,Z 3 ,Z4, Z 5
W I,Wo,_Y_ ,_Tz.,_<
.b L _ -%- ._
Here mixture 2 has element 2 at densiZy Yl' element 4 a= density Y2'
etc.
indicators
There are six indicators, I!_...,I 6, used in the input. In
the normal case, they are all set equal to zero. if any of
ii,...,I 5 is set unequal to zero a corresponding _ar= of =he inpu=
is skipped. (If 12 is negative, there i& ex=ra input). This is
desirable when that part of the input is already in _-t.._ memory from
the previous problem. If 16 is unequal to zero, a detailed
history trace is made.
Cross Sections
The energies at which the cross sections are tabulated are
given in Tables I0 and !i.
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Table I0
Wavelength and _,._=r_v_..Arg_ents_.
o, Cross Section Tables for Gannma Ray Code
Wavelength Wave ,_en:zz_. Energy
-(Compuon Uni=s) • -_- -(Comp_on L'=iZs)--(i_"
.04 12.774
.045 11.355
.05 I0. 220
.06 8.516
.08 6.387
.i0 5. II0
.115 4.443
.13 3.931
.15 3.407
.167 3.060
_.S .284
!. 95 .262
•2. ! .243
2.25 .227
2.37 .216
2.5 .2C4
2.65 .-_-:
2.8 .182
3.0 ..'.70
3.2 .160
.!75
.!87
.2
.225
.25
2.920
2.732
2.555
2.271
2.044
3.4 .!50
.%.6 .L42
3.73 .137
3.87 .!32
4.0 .128
'.275
.3
.325
.35
.4
.45
.5
.55
.6
.65
!,858
1.703
1.572
!.460
1.277
1.136
1.022
.929
.852
.786
.7 .730
.75 .68i
.8 .639
.9 ,568
1.0 .5!i
4.2 .122
• _ " "" .116
4. i929 .__o
4.6 .i!i
4.8 .106
5.0 .!02
< ")
_. _ .098
5.4 .095
5',6 .u __
5.7905" .088
5.7905 .Ogg
6.38_25 .030
._ooa_ .070
7.3363 .070
8.515 .06O
I.i .465 !0.218 .050
1.2 .426 12.7725 .040
1.35 .379 !7 '_._}o67" .029
1.5 .341 17.4667 .029
i. 65 .310 23.425 .022
f ,
K-edge discontinui=ies in U, Pb, W, and Sn resoectively. A_ommen, is
repeaued so that both values of _he cross sec,_o,, a= Zhe azsconzmnuz=z=s
can be tabulated. .......
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Table I!
EnergyArguments for Cross Section Tables
for Neutron 'Code
10.9
I0.4
9.89
9.41
8.95
8.51
8.10
7.7O
7.33
6.97
6.63
6.30
6.00
5.70
5.43
5.16
4.91
4.67
4.44
4.23
4.02
3.82
3.64
3.46
._.Z9
o. 13
2.97
2.83
2.69
2.56
2.44
2.32
2.21
2. i0
2.00
=,:..... -_V
; ,90
!.81
!.72
!.63
1.55
] Ci
!.41
.34
!.27
1.2i
1.!5
1.096
1.042
.991
.943
' .297
.8i2
.772
.734
.699
.OOO
.632
.60!
.572
.544
_
.492
r_
.400
.445
.424
.403
. _0.3,
f
,$O5
.347
.330
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Input Preparation
Card i:
a. Problem number and date
b. Descriptive material
Card 2:
al
b.
C.
d.
e.
Form...a=
Alphan_eric
Alphan_aric
Initial random number Octal
Number of histories per group(_ 216)Integer
Number of groups between output
Collision limit
6 indicators(!l,...,16)
Fixed point(O)
integer
-nteger
Spacing
24
48
12
6
3
9
3 each(!8)
Card i:
a.
b.
C.
Block 1
(Skip if i I not zero)
Number of mixture seus(_ i0)
Number of cases(! i5)
For each case, source energy,
maximum energy for spectrum,
a
width of spectral division.
Integer
Fixed point(O)
3
O
5 each
(15 per case)
Subsequent cards (if more than 4 cases)
a. Fo_- each case, source energy, maximu_ energy
for spect_-um, width of spectral division.b
*See notes for input, abov_
a. First four cases.
b. FQur cases per card; start at beginning of each card.
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Block 2 (Garmna _ays)
Test !2 (skip entirely if positive)
-=_ 12 negative, Star= here; if 12 zero, skip:
Card 1
a. • Number of n@w" components
(total number of components < !2)
b. Space
c. Code n_.ber for each new component
Integer
2nzager
3
3 each
For each new component, there is a sub-block of cards:
Card I
a. Symbol Alphan_:.ieric 6
bo First !I entries of total
cross section
Cards 2-6
All remaining cross Section entries, a Fixed(3)
6 ea. (66)
6 ea. (72
per card)
If 12 zero,, start here; continue here also if 12 is negative:
Card 1
a_. N_mber" of mixtures (_ 12) integer
b. Number.of components used in
problem _ 6) _nteger
c. Component code numbers _.nteoer
Subsequent cards (one for each mixture)
Density (gm/cm 3) of each componen_ ;ixed(5)
• _ b,cin mzxnure .
5
5
5 each
I0 each
a
b
C
There are 70 entries in each cross section table, plus the
electron density as entry 7i.
Density = O for components used in problem bu= not included in
mixture.
Densities are given for various components in the game order as the
component code numbers appear on Card i.
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Block 2 (Neutrons)
Test 12 (skip if positive)
"i= 12 negative, start here; if 12 zero skip:
Card 1
a. Number of new elements (total
number of nonhydrogenous elements _ I!)
b. Space
c. Code n_ber _.or each new element
For each new element there are 19 cards: a
integer
Integer
3
3
3 each
Card !
a. symbol
b. atomic weight Fixed(2) 6
6 cards of total cross sections
12 per card (!I on. last card) b Fixed(2) 6 each
6 cards of scattering cross sections
12 per card (11 on last card) b
6 cards of coefficients of first Legendre polynomial ......
b
12 per card (11 on last card)
if 12 zero start here; continue here also if 12 is negative:
Card 1
a. Number of mixtures (materials) used
in problem (_ 6) _nteger
b. Space
c. Code numbers of non-H elements Integer
5
5
i0 each
a The elements are arranged as in the code n_ber list.
b There are 71 entries in the cross section list.
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Card 2
a. Space
b. H densities for each mixture a vix a (5)
lO
iO each
Card 3
a. Space
b. Eon-H densities for each mixture a
!
Code numbers, H densiEies£ non-H densities in ccrrespcndance
I
Block 3
Test !3 (if not zero, skip) b '
One card for each mixture set:
i0"
I0 each
For each case, the mixture number _',,_n_
the composition of the given mixture set b
Integer 3each
Block 4
Card 1
Test 14 (if not zero skip) `•
a. Number of axial divisions of shield _ !6)
b. Number of radial divisions of cavity _ S)
c. Width of cavity (feet)
d. Radial divisions(feet) of cavity
=_... inner to outer
integer
integer
Fixed (2)
Fixed(2)
3
3
7
7
= The non-H element coda nu._bers, hydrogen densities, and non-H
densities must all be given in the ga.7.e ordeu'.
blf Il is negative or if there is only one case, each mixture set
is aNsigned the corresponding mixture n_::ber by the code; that is,
mix$ure set 1 consists of shield material (mixZure) i, etc.
,, .... .-_k_ ',_._ I 0_. r" * _', _
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Card l
a. Upper end of axial division of shield section
b. Number of radial divisions (>_.l, _ 8)
Subblock, repeated at most 5 times:
c. Outer radius of division (feet) a
d. Mixture set nu._nber of division(0 indicates
: vacuL_)
Card 2, if needed, b
a. Space
Subblock, repeated at most 3 times:
b. Outer radius of division (feet) a
c. Mixture set number of division
Fixed(2)
Integer
9
3
9
12
9
3
I card
a.
Block 5
Test !5 (if not zero skip)
Power of cos 80 for distributed gource(_ O, _ 99) integer
b. initial direction cosine (O maans distributed)
c. Radius of source disk (feet)
d. Mini_..um energy for calcu!ation(Mev) c
Fixed (4)
Fixed(2)
Fixed(7)
2
7
9
9
a Radial divisions must be in order of _nc.aa_"- _ing radius.
b
A second card is need _9 there are 5 or more _._ divisions.
if there are just 5 divisions, the second card is blank.
c Zero means to use the coded value.
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Debugging and Error Tracing P::ocedure
By setting 16 (see input) not equal to zero, a collision-
by-collision trace will be made. Fur=her, sense switch 6 may be
used =o control the amount of trace.
In addition, a similar printout (on tape) is mad_ each time
cer=ain errors occur within the collision loop. Also, using sense
swi=ch 5, the sa=e prin=out may be obtained on-line.
The possible prin=ou= condihions and their indicators are
given in Table 12. The conten=s of each printou= and _heir titles
are given in Table 13.
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Table 12
Error Indicator Names
NONE
NONE
-SINSQ
DCT-SE
-_ SZ
_2
ESCAPE
I BIG
PATHD
-R.V.
R,N.
LOG
EXP
DCT-P0
.nd._a_or = 0
indicator = 1
input option (!6= O)
quotient underflow
cosine of angle with axis greater than
! in magnitude
divide check detected while calculating
distance to edge
negative axial position _nd__=.o.
collision point calculated to be
outside of shield
axial position _.d__o. above
maximum possible
more than 46 sections in path along ray
random variable less than zero
or greater than one
bug in random number generator
(now impossible)
negative arg_..ent for square root
negative or zero arg_ent =_-- log
argument greater than or equal to 64
for exponential
divide check _=__z while finding
collision position
Histories are te_nn_n=_ at all true errors (i.e. if
title is anything but ';NONE!')
TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP
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<Title)
GP.
HIS.
COL.
TOTCOL.
ST. EST.
Z-!.
R-!.
CUrrENT
YP_P-EDGE
ivP__P-TOT
WT- CASE
F IX-WT
ENE._GY (Neutron)
WAV (Gamma)
SCAT.
AZIM.
COS. Z
cos.i/3.=.
AF.
Table !3
Error Printout Data
indicator
groupnumber
history number within group
collision number within history
total number of collisions
total number of estimates
present axial division'n_ber"
present radial division n_T.ber
last calculated current estimate
distance to edge in mean free paths
total distance travelled in mean free paths*
weight of case one particle*
universal weight of particle*
neutron energy
gamma ray wavelength
cosine of scattering angle
azimuthal angle at scattering
cosine of angle with axis
_ _ " .
cosine of angle w._h ra_u_ before scat zermng
cosine of angle with radius after scaStering
*At every ten collisions in each history the fixed weight is set
to i. The weight for each case is set between 1/2 and I i(Zhe
fractional part of the product with the fixed weight) and the
total mean free path for each case adjusted by the proper
multiple of ZnP.
TECHN:CAL RES,_A_CH GROUP
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R.DIST.
Z. DIST.
BET. COLL.
HIST. R.N.
PRES. R.N.
Table 13 (continued)
distance from axis of collision point (feet)
distance along axis of collision point (feet)
distance between collisions (feet)
random number before start of history
presen= random number
Ao6_
SCODS
Non-real
70707 (Pause) end of run at sense s_Jitch 4 down, START
_o rewind output tape, set switch up and STAT_T to read new problem
data
52525 (Stop) output tape has _en rewound - f..nal Stop
Errors
77777 (Pause) redundancy in tape loaiing, START to proceed,
LOAD TAPE to reload tape
700 (Pause) input energy below cutoff, in ga_._a ray, START
to leave as is. For neutron, START to replace by fission source
701 (Pause) nu._.ber of cases less than one STA[iT to replace
by one
702 (Pause) n_mber of cavity divisions less than one START
to replace by one (gamma ray only)
704 (Pause) input direction negative - see printer for
instructions
105 (Stop) mixture set number negative
ili (Stop) cross section negative
112 (Stop) radial division count negative
TECHNIGAL RESF..A_CH GR.OUP
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Appendix 5. Flow Sheets for _a_z_ Carlo C_ic___t_o_s
J
A. General Flow
B. Hi_tory - Gamma _ay (Schematic)
C. History - Neutron (Schematic)
D. "__ _H.s_o.y - Gan_na
Z, n_o_ory - Neutron
_. Geometzy Subroutine
G. Symbol Tables for Flow Sheets
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Go •Symb°l Table for F!o_:z _._=_+-_o
(Neu=ron & G_v_..a _ays)--
W
W-
_u
8o
6 L
fixed weight
case weight
initial cosine of angle withaxis
cosine of angle with axis
cosine of angle wi_h axis after sea,re=
minim_ possible initial cosine
A
C
S
Z
Z-
D-
x i
N Z
N K
NL
q
NH
N,.,
n(for ) prescribed power of _:_ _== ..... ......_--
distance from axis times cosi::a of _ng!e with ...._,_,._'_(a_
_* distance from axis times cosine of angle wizh radius
(be fore col lis ion)
azimuthal angle
cosine of scattering _.._'-_=_=
m.n_,.um possible source radius squared, for chosen B0
source disk radius squared
square of distance from axis
_! position - distance from source disk
total mean free patb_ travelled - for case i
mean free path alstance to _"_" e_e for case 4
mean free path distance between successive co!!ision$ for case i
n_ber of histories terminated by error
number of histories terminated by _"_=. __n _oulatte
number of histories terminated by low energy
random n_ber
history n_ber within group
n_mber of histories per group
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Symbol Table for F!c,:_JShest:
(Gala ray_ on_y)
Ao
l
_B
_M
C i
initial wavelenghh - each case
wavelength - each case
waveieng_h after sca_ter - each case
breakpoinZ wavelength_ between _-_.__..-_.._-;low-ena:gy sampling
_axL_u_ wave-eNo_
total cross-section of maEerla! fG= each case ___c.o_cop_)
Klein-Nishina normalizaZlon fac=or
TECENICAL ,R._.S'--ARCH -G._OUP
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Symbol Table for _v___.,a_7Sheets
(._eutrons on_y2- "
CZ
_oi
L_
_H
E_
-ES
index of split order
initial energy - for cage i
cutoff energy
_aximum energy in fission spectr_
energy - _or case i
estimate indicator
_ .: _ot__ cross section for c_ca _4 (r=.acroo _-'.._'
ff._4 hydrogen cross section - for case i (macrosco2ic)
aS i non-hydrogen scattering cross secxion - for case i (macroscopic
f. first Legendre coea__c_e.._=__ _ of differentia_ crog_
.x section - for case i
52
r(
'_ _Z[
A
A c
N S
minimum cosine with axis for detector inZe=c¢:,t I=_--
estimate procedure)
maximum" cosine with axis for detector _..=__e___-....<u_r_
estimate procedure)
maxim_ azimuthal angle for detecco_ interce_t (fo=
estimate procedure)
atommc weight of ..... _,_'_..... _ .......
cosine of center-of-mass scattering a_e--o-
n_ber of _ .... _=o at sD!it
_. fission spectrmm no ....=_.z__, o _-c_-
Quanti:ies subscripted H,= or _ tore& a_ sp___
Quantities subscripted S stored for estimate ..
=¢=_ _" _,2.0UPTECHNICAL R._,, ..',,,,.-.
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X !, K2
C- .z"
-'.,j
indices of first and last (_uu.._=_ from axis_ cavity
divisions crossed by extended pa_=iC!e t-
statistical estimate
accumulated current
accumulated flux
_k path length in cavity division k of extended particle
path
index of e-=,--_--_........_ "
_-oy ..._-V__ :0: energy o..........
accumulation
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